
粕谷�哲��Tetsu�Kasuya

WORLD�BREWERS�CUP�2016年度優勝者（アジア初）
JAPAN�BREWERS�CUP�2015年度優勝者

Three years after Tetsu Kasuya stepped into the coffee industry,
in 2016 he became the first Asian world champion in the World 
Brewers Cup for his unique "4:6 method." He is currently active
in many countries including Japan, engaged in coaching, 
consulting for companies, product promotion, and product 
development. He also serves as a judge for competitions, 
devoting his efforts to nurturing future baristas.

Produced by Tetsu Kasuya
"Kasuya Model Series".

Introducing the "Kasuya Model Series," 
HARIO products made in collaboration with Tetsu Kasuya, 
who, in 2016, became the first Asian world champion of the 
WORLD BREWERS CUP, the world’s
 most prestigious competition
 for coffee brewing. 

Double Stainless Dripper ・KASUYA Model
Produced by Tetsu Kasuya, Asia first winner of the World Brewers Cup in 2016.
This dripper features a new hybrid single- and double-mesh design that keeps grounds inside and prevents over extraction.
Directly extracts the flavors of your coffee for a mild, crisp taste.
Brew coffee by holding the dripper like you would with a cloth filter, or simply place it on a server.

Pour-Control Kettle・KASUYA Model
Produced by Tetsu Kasuya, Asia first winner of the World Brewers Cup in 2016.
This design allows the relative positioning of the handle to the spout to be adjusted for more control over the pour.
Rotating the handle gives you greater control over your pour.

World Champion Collaboration

Extracts coffee oil.

You can control the pouring 
by rotating the arm itself.

The dripper and stand are removable.

A handle designed for comfort.

A dripper with a new structure that 
does not generate fine powder and 
drains hot water easily.

I reconsidered the positional relationship 
between the spout and the handle.

The shape is easy to wash.

Compatible with open flame and
induction heating.40



V60 Dripper 02・KASUYA Model
KDC-02-B
C/T36　010628
W140 x D120 x H102mm Φ116mm
1 ～ 4 cups
V60 measuring spoon included
Material: Dripper / Porcelain
             Measuring spoon / Polypropylene

Mini Drip Kettle・KASUYA Model
KDK-300-MB
C/T24　010611
W165 x D90 x H100mm Φ70mm
Full capacity 300mL
Material: stainless steel

*For hot water. It cannot be used with heat sources 
such as open flames or IH.

Cupping Spoon・KASUYA Model
KCB-260-B
C/T36　010635
W93 x D93 x H65mm Φ93mm
Full capacity 260mL
Material: Porcelain

Cupping Bowl・KASUYA Model
KCS-1-MB
C/T48　010642
W166 x D44 x H26mm
Material: Stainless steel

The rib shape was developed under the supervision 
of Mr. Kasuya based on the concept of "easy and 
delicious for everyone." Nidrip kettle 300mL type 
and 500mL type.

Eliminate visual bias by using black cupping 
bowls and spoons.

A dripper suitable for extracting more concentrated 
coffee.  Mini drip kettle 300mL type and 500mL type
for easily brewing one cup.

Mini Drip Kettle・KASUYA Model
KDK-500-MB
C/T24　010666
W196 x D100 x H110mm Φ80mm 
Full capacity 500mL
Material: stainless steel

*For hot water. It cannot be used with heat sources 
such as open flames or IH.

Pour-Control Kettle・KASUYA Model
KPK-600-HSV
C/T12　010697
W270 x D150 x H127mm Φ70mm
Practical capacity: 600mL
Material: Body,Lid /Stainless steel
             Knob,Handle / Phenol resin

Compatible with open �ames and induction heating

Double Stainless Dripper ・KASUYA Model
KDD-02-HSV
C/T48　729001
W120 x D100 x H100mm Φ90mm
1 ～ 4 cups
Materials: Body,Stand/Stainless steel
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W60 Dripper
PDC-02-W

C/T18　010086
W160 x D127 x H109mm Φ116mm
1 ～ 4 cups
Material: Body / Porcelain
             Frame / Polypropylene
             Mesh / Polyester resin

Refinement beyond the benchmark V60
A next-generation dripper that continues the tradition of the V60's spiral ribbing.ー
The resin mesh feature a flat base that won't obstruct the flow of ground coffee in order to fully 
extract all the flavor of light-roasted coffee beans.
Coffee can be brewed with a paper filter just like with the V60, or through only the resin mesh, 
which is perfect for savoring all the oils in your coffee.
Use both the resin mesh and a paper filter for a crisp flavor unlike any other. 

W60

Pete Licata  - ピート・リカタ -

Ribs borrowed from
the V60.

Paper filter extraction Resin mesh filter
extraction

Resin mesh and paper
filter extractionFlat-bottomed resin

mesh parts
Extraction method that takes
advantage of the strengths
of two different materials

WORLDBARISTACHAMPIONSHIP   2013年度優勝者
USBARISTACHAMPIONSHIP 2011年度優勝者
NomadCoffee Group コンサルタント

World Champion Collaboration
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Drip-Assist

V60 Drip-Assist
PDA-02-T
C/T36　010079
D109 x H51mm Φ87mm
1 ～ 4 cups
Material: Body / PCT resin

V60 Drip-Assist Set
PDA-1524-T
C/T24　010062
W137 x D117 x H140mm Φ116mm
1 ～ 4 cups
VCF-02W 40 sheets included
Material: Body / PCT resin
Dripper / AS resin Paper
Filter White 40 sheets

Barista-quality V60 coffee for everyone

Two holes of differing diameters enable steamed and 
non-steamed liquids to pour out separately.
Even when not carefully poured, liquid drizzles out to 
ensure you can brew delicious coffee, even from the wide 
spout of a standard or electric kettle.
Fits inside paper filters for use with any size 02 dripper. 

This helpful tool is designed to simplify the coffee brewing process. 
Enjoy brewing coffee with the V60 Drip-Assist.

Two types of hole help 
brew quality coffee.

No need for a 
gooseneck kettle.

Water flows into the 
central section when 
the outer ring is full.

Two different drip speeds 
allow you to create a wide 
range of recipes.

Drops hot water like a 
shower to stabilize V60 
extraction.

V60 Drip-Assist Set
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